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Chapter 34 - KILL (Part-2)

*********** MC's POV ************

"BAM"

The sound of gunshot resonated in the deserted alleyway along the
smell of gunpowder as the guy in front of me pulled the trigger.

I could see the bullet leaving the muzzle of the rifle along with the
smoke.

Feeling the danger and my life at stake, I pull my body towards the

right while moving my hands in an upward swing. The momentum

from the swing was enough for my cause.

With all my power, I released the Dagger towards the creepy guy.

" Phuuu !"

The moment the Dagger left my hand, the bullet reached me tearing

through the air.

I couldn't avoid the bullet. But the boost in my strength was enough

for me to avoid any fatal blow.

" Puchi"

As I pulled my body towards the right, avoiding the hit towards my

ċhėst. The bullet embedded itself in my left arm.

Damn it!

It hurts like hell.



I couldn't have ever imagined that it would hurt so much. I felt like
screaming. But knowing my location, I held myself back.

" Thud "

" Ahhhh!!!!"

Hearing the scream, I look forward to find the tall creepy looking guy

screaming at the top of his lungs with the Dagger embedded in his
ċhėst and his rifle on the ground.

Shit!

I couldn't let him scream any longer.

Iermzare ovu nfar jvaiu ezaooare qw ouuov, I qfcu f qft tflv omjfztl

ovu epw, nifrrare om ofhciu vaq tmjr.

Seeing me dash, the guy tries to reach out to his rifle.

" No you don't ".

Before he could even bend, I was already below him.

" BAM "

I tackle him down with all my strength as blood flew out of his mouth,
smearing all over me.

But at this point, I didn't have the liberty to care about my

appearance.

Taking him down, I pulled the Dagger out of his ċhėst and stabbed

through his windpipe giving him a final blow.

" Huff.."

I let out a sigh of relief.



Bpo suzw lmmr, qw vfrtl lofzo om ozuqgiu fl I zufialu qw fhoamrl f

duj qarpoul fem.

Looking at my trembling hands, I couldn't help but curse.

Damn

I thought I was prepared for it.

I clenched my hands into a fist.

I don't regret what I did. This is my life now. There will be such
battles all along. This is the last time.

I won't waver again.

-------------------

Hello guys, its the author. I am writing this because I show my novel

on a site which I have no idea about. So if you like my content. Pls
read it on .
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